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the gravity vs anti‐gravity recycling mechanism
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Note: Anti‐gravity refers to heat mostly but is used as a term to describe a total of four
phenomena that work oppositely to gravity.
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preface
As with any theory, some critical assumptions (explicit or implicit) are unavoidably relied upon.
If you resolutely disagree with any of the five critical postulates this paper is based upon,
then it will probably not be worthwhile to you to read it.
Unfortunately (for its chances of publication in a scientific journal or popular approval amongst
experts), only one out of the five following, listed items [#2: Black holes exist.] is presently
accepted as valid according to standard astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology.
Furthermore, the vast majority of radicals who (correctly) think that the universe is infinite in
spatial extent (with an infinite past and infinite future) also (incorrectly) think that black holes
must be eternal dead‐ends for matter. By ramification, they obsessively, closed‐mindedly
reject all conceivable models supporting the existence of black holes via some theoretical
pretext despite voluminous, compelling evidence to the contrary.
In the end, there is no (even, radical minority) populated basis of support left for this theory.
___________________________________________________________________________

________________
critical assumptions
In order of appearance …
1. The universe is infinite (in space, time, matter‐energy) and therefore, static overall even
as it is dynamic within.
[visually evident as well as ramified by direct proof of the existence of the tired light
effect]

________________________
2. Black holes exist.
[directly proven by images of two supermassive black holes]

________________________
3. “Hawking radiation” does not exist.
[disproven by all of the many attempts to find it for decades that have failed
inexplicably]

________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
4. The accepted existence of “anti‐gravity” (mostly, heat) within supermassive black holes
has the practical effect of rendering neutrons incompressible under gravity
(known herein as the “neutron limit hypothesis”). Eventually, this leads to their
explosion when “critical mass” (i.e., where anti‐gravity equals gravity) is exceeded.
[indirectly proven by the extremely‐low probability of the coincidental and unrelated,
very close association within galactic cores between supermassive black holes and
quasars at nearly the same time]

________________________
5. Dr. Halton Arp's detailed, astronomical observations involving actual distances to
quasars and the creation, ejection and evolution of quasars from active galactic nuclei
into normal galaxies were essentially correct, real and accurate.
[directly proven in of themselves and very well documented, most of it within scientific
journals]

______________________________

_____________
facts vs theories
Virtually all the human race can currently learn about the cosmos outside of our solar system
depends upon multi‐layered conclusions precariously, methodically built‐up from astronomical
observations of a mosaic of very many small, 2‐D pieces of electromagnetic radiation coming as
many different ranges of wavelengths that hit our various instruments inside the 3‐D celestial
sphere.
The foundation of a very limited number of provable, reliable facts derived from these
astronomical observations, by sound yet uniquely‐different logic, can lead to many
radically‐different conclusions. Therefore, the extremely high level of confidence [translation:
absolute certainty] officially given by academic authorities to the standard model of cosmology
is quite inappropriate since it is irrationally over‐optimistic and value‐judgment biased.
Cosmology should be based entirely upon astrophysics which, in turn, should be based entirely
upon observed astronomy and proven physics. Therefore, the scientific foundations of
cosmology should be predominantly secure.
Unfortunately, modern cosmology as typically practiced has drifted so far from its scientific
foundations that it is not even perceived as a science by most responsible, realistic astronomers
and physicists or even, astrophysicists. Instead, it has become an axiomatic game whereby any
desired, make‐believe reality can be arbitrary created via modeling with mathematical physics.
After all, theories that are impossible to test and potentially, falsify are generally not scientific.
Furthermore, it is suspicious that some new theories have been intentionally invented to be
impossible to test.
As a general principle, if you reach a preposterous conclusion, then you are being given a very
strong clue that you need to re‐examine the assumptions and logical steps you took for an error
that lead you to that preposterous conclusion (instead of rationalizing that your preposterous
conclusion is actually reasonable once you accept and understand it). To be sure, only grossly
incompetent people, regardless of their education and academic importance, ignore such
strong clues and embrace preposterous conclusions because that exemplifies how bad science
is conducted.
A case in point is the Big Bang Theory whereby the entire universe was supposedly
concentrated inside a zero‐dimensional singularity (a single point) of zero volume, infinite
density and staggeringly‐high, gravitational concentration that it miraculously exploded out of
by an unknown (as well as absolutely impossible) means, rendering the entire universe unstable
and certainly doomed as its expansion accelerates limitlessly toward its rarefication and heat
death. Essentially, cosmologists took a “wrong turn” decades ago which has lead them onto a
maze of bumpy, dead‐end, back roads instead of a single, smooth highway of scientific
understanding.
____________

____________________________________________________________________________
The large number of drastic modifications that have been arbitrarily made to their increasing
complicated, counter‐intuitive model as serious contradictions with observation, proven laws of
physics and ramifications from their own model, ceaselessly continue to be discovered has
reached a ridiculous extreme where numerous, dubious phenomena (such as dark energy)
are being invented despite no evidence for their actual existence to justify these extreme
actions. The only way out of this unproductive trap and back to scientific progress is for them
to realize their mistake, honestly admit it and change their future course.
____________________________________________________________

_______________
the static universe
One theory of cosmology is a remarkable exception to the norm of the bad, Big Bang Theory‐
the Static Universe Theory. The tired light effect has been conclusively, irrefutably proven to
exist via exacting measurements and comparisons of photons originating from different regions
of the Sun. By ramification, this has proven the cosmology described by the Static Universe
Theory to be correct which is also completely consistent with all known, astronomical
observations to date.
______________________________________________________________________
Redshift Of Spectral Lines In The Sun's Chromosphere
http://www.newtonphysics.on.ca/chromosphere
by Dr. Paul Marmet
(originally published in IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, Vol. 17 No: 2, April 1989)
______________________________________________________________________
The center‐to‐limb redshift of the Sun was first observed in 1907, has been confirmed many
times and is still being observed with our most accurate instruments to date. [The equatorial
radius of the Sun places its center appr. 695,700 km closer to Earth than its limb with the
average distance between the Sun and the Earth of appr. 149,600,000 km.] Over 200 scientific
papers, spanning over a century, have been written about this phenomenon.
Its measurements, extrapolated from the Sun to distant, highly‐redshifted galaxies,
are in agreement. No attempt is made within this work to pinpoint the astrophysical
phenomenon that causes the tired light effect as no petty, highly‐technical arguments with
critics are invited, in this case, since I am thoroughly satisfied for my purposes just to be sure
that it exists.
The original, responsible observation by Dr. Edwin Hubble that photons lose energy
(i.e., redshift) generally as a function of great distance and time of travel was the actual, simple
fact of the situation. Unfortunately, those who came along some short years later to
irresponsibly declare that its cause was known, pinpointed and furthermore, certain to be
recession‐velocity redshift [later modified to mythical “expanding space”] via the Big Bang
Theory were dishonest, reckless, arrogant and more importantly, incorrect.
The nearly‐universal acceptance of the Big Bang Theory due to the discovery of the cosmic
microwave background radiation in 1964 (which is also a natural consequence of an infinite
universe with a minimum temperature slightly above absolute zero) is inexcusable because it
was predated by a long time with these little‐known yet important, proven, observational facts
to the contrary.
____________

_____________________________________________________________________________
The resulting travesty of science can only be attributed to lazy, incompetent research, failure to
comprehend the critical importance of these facts (to the stupid extreme) and/or academic
dishonesty (due to a vested interest in the wrong theory). Years later, all who have dared to
point‐out the egregious, original error of their ways and insist upon its correction have been
ignored or discredited by the scientific establishment.
No absolutely‐conclusive, visual proof that the universe is infinite can ever be completely
achieved (for obvious reasons). Still, any Big Bang skeptics who look at images of the JWST
deep field with their evermore pattern of galaxies must privately wonder and worry how
extremely large their imagined, finite universe can be. Of course, future technological advances
will bring even better telescopes that will produce higher resolution images at greater distances
despite their associated, severe redshift. At some ill‐defined point, the stubborn contention
that the universe is finite, in stark defiance of all observation to the contrary, must become
rationally untenable and extremely questionable.
________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
JWST deep field

____________________
models of black holes (2)

Please carefully consider the workings of black holes within the static universe of infinite age.
_________________________________________________________
I.
The paradox for the old, classical model of black holes is …
_________________________________________________________
Black holes cannot be eternal, one‐way gravitational dead‐ends for all of the matter they
possess and further exacerbate the long‐term crisis by irreversibly becoming ever more massive
over time via infalling matter (which would inevitably occur) … as expected.
If this were the case, galaxies (including all of the intelligent life within them) could not and
would not exist in the present era. All galaxies would have long‐since drifted into supermassive
black holes spaced erratically throughout the universe due to gravitational attraction and the
“intrinsic” motions of the galaxies (with the consequent inevitability of their irreversible
collisions into each other and in turn, into supermassive black holes).
Conversely, the existence of large amounts of non‐compact matter, mostly in the form of
active, non‐compact stars (the vast majority found within galaxies), across large volumes of
space (from galaxies to superclusters) outside of black holes is ample observational evidence
that the old, classical model of how black holes exist and function must somehow be
fundamentally incorrect.
In summary, the existence of black holes and galaxies is mutually exclusive due to this paradox.
Galaxies indisputably exist. Black holes exist (although not quite indisputably, apparently).
The ramification this important fact has via the anthropic principle renders “passively living with
the paradox” unacceptable. Addressing this fatal flaw and devising a thoroughgoing solution,
if possible, is mandatory to achieving decent standards in cosmology esp. for a universe of
infinite age. Fortunately, I had success along those lines. Otherwise, this paper would not have
been worthy to bring to anyone’s attention.
____________________________________

__________________________________________________________
II.
The paradox for the new, standard model of black holes is …
__________________________________________________________
In reality, there are too many paradoxes to count. This product of pure imagination by
Hawking, Penrose and others is so extensively corrupted with and dependent upon complex,
abstract ramifications drawn from quantum gravity theory (that itself is unproven, inconsistent,
unfinished and speculative), it is utterly useless as a realistic, systematic body of work or
knowledge.
Despite all of the irresponsible hype about the theory of quantum gravity definitely being the
key to someday knowing everything literally in the physical sciences, presently it is actually
nothing more than an ill‐conceived, unsuccessful attempt to unify the absolutely‐incompatible,
theories of quantum mechanics and general relativity despite decades of mathematical
scheming.
It is more like a deep hope or stubborn, religious faith expressed as an unkept promise
(with no deadline or defined plan for achieving progress) that future work on this
severely‐underdeveloped theory will be completely, miraculously successful despite the
objective assessment of realistic experts that its eventual success is logistically impossible.
Consequently, if either theory or both theories that it is based upon is, in reality, in error and/or
overcomplicated, then all of the work invested into quantum gravity theory likewise must be in
error and/or overcomplicated but to an amplified extent.
The convenient excuse that, despite its great limitations and major problems, the theory of
quantum gravity is the best we have to work with in the present era and therefore,
must expediently continue to be used regardlessly in order to make progress and learn
“valuable facts” about black holes in the meantime, is illogical and fails completely for reasons
far more important than mere, uncompromising perfectionism in the demands made upon it.
It must not continue to be used because it is not a scientific theory. Not even close.
Zero legitimate, valuable facts can realistically be expected to be learned using an unscientific
or pseudo‐scientific theory. Moreover, it is much too paradoxical, incomplete and difficult
(if not impossible) to rationally interpret to further serve as a suitable, stable, quality
foundation for any other, derived theories.
In summary, the new, standard model of black holes is nothing more than a self‐contradictory
affront of intellectually‐postured mysteries, clues and speculations admixed with facts
(and their fragments), saturated with make‐believe, mathematical astrophysics and
glossed‐over with alluring, rationalized, conceptual explanations‐ a completely unsatisfactory
substitute for the needed working, solid foundation of established, basic, verifiable (observable)
facts from which one can realistically expect to have any chance to learn new, abstract,
verifiable (observable) facts.

___________________________________________________________________________
As an over‐abstract, a priori, partially‐fictitious, mathematicized pseudoscience, it cannot be
worked with rationally because it is not tangibly anchored to reality (i.e., based upon real,
proven astrophysics) and as such, is completely beyond reform. Such a pathetic model should
be immediately, wholly discarded without any reservation and with prejudice even if an
alternative model were unavailable.
______________________________

_____________
black hole abuse
It has obviously demonstrated itself to be much too tempting for opportunistic, undisciplined,
theoretical astrophysicists that black holes are nature’s perfect veils or curtains to completely
hide their worst, most erroneous predictions. In the absence of any direct observations inside
the event horizons of black holes, this type of academic fraud or quackery wherein notably,
no scientific standards are met can and will be perpetuated for a very long time unless the
educational institutions entrusted to make progress in the space sciences actually do so again
by strictly forbidding this type of unethical behavior in their profession.
Of course, this cannot happen until they are finally, drastically reformed to take
critically‐important, guiding principles such as Occam’s razor seriously again. Unfortunately,
this is an age where the opposite extreme (i.e., theories of unnecessary, maximal complexity
that only a powerful elite are credited, sometimes fraudulently, with fully understanding)
is quite trendy within modern academia.
In conclusion, this currently leaves no reliable, working models of black holes (as is) to choose
between. However, it is my contention that black holes can be consistently defined by
appropriately revising the old, classical model of black holes which is suitable for correction.
To be sure, the new, standard model of black holes is not suitable for correction.
_________________________________________________________________

________________
proof of black holes
If the exhaustively proven existence of somewhat‐similar, related objects, neutron stars,
which have been photographed/imaged at various wavelengths numerous times wherever they
are relatively nearby within our galaxy does not also make a strong enough, indirect case by
logical extension for the compelled existence of stellar black holes to satisfy some radical
skeptics, then there are two supermassive black holes, to date, that have also been imaged.
Sagittarius A* in our Milky Way Galaxy has a gravitational power of appr. 4.3 million solar
masses. It was first discovered in 1974. It will require some time with additional, finer
observational work, difficult thru the gas, dust & other obstacles within the plane of our galaxy,
to confirm that it has a density roughly comparable to that of compact neutrons but that is now
the only imaginable outcome since it has already been established that it must have a density
greater than can be accounted for by any other form of matter. Furthermore, its event horizon
is much larger than the supermassive black hole itself and that poses the final barrier to
observation. It was finally imaged in 2022.
It was pinpointed in the crowded core of our Milky Way Galaxy appr. 26,000 light‐years away
from our Sun and has been constantly tracked since 1991. Its location does not normally emit
any electromagnetic radiation (as expected). Its event horizon is appr. 31.6 solar radii.
The gravitational behavior of at least two dozen, close visible stars that are known to orbit it
provides conclusive proof of its nature and properties that cannot be explained as any other
phenomena.
Those “scientific fundamentalists” amongst astronomers, astrophysicists and cosmologists who
steadfastly refuse to believe in the existence of what they cannot directly see (i.e., black holes)
must then address the gravitational actions of what they know exists and can directly see
(i.e., numerous visible stars orbiting a well‐defined location where an irrefutably supermassive,
extremely small, invisible object resides). This constitutes nothing less than an indirect,
observational test that has been irrefutably passed by a supermassive black hole (or whatever
its evasive, game‐playing deniers prefer to call it). The first image of it is remarkably consistent
with predictions including a hot, accretion disk. At its center is a black circle.
The supermassive black hole at the core of galaxy M87 has a similar image structurally even
though it is vastly larger.
____________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Sagittarius A* supermassive black hole

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Sagittarius A* in its environment

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Sagittarius A* swarm

_______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
orbits of stars around Sag A*

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
stellar orbits around Sag A*‐ edge on
____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
stellar orbits around Sag A*‐ face on
____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
Furthermore, a supermassive black hole has been imaged in 2019 at appr. 53 million
light‐years distance within the core of galaxy M87. It has appr. 6.5 billion solar masses.
It is surrounded by an extremely hot accretion disk.
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
supermassive black hole within M87 galaxy

______________
proof of galaxies
Of course, the existence of galaxies (such as our own) is not controversial and cannot be
rationally doubted esp. since they are routinely photographed or imaged.
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_______________
Hawking radiation
The burden of proof rests solely upon those who are making a new assertion.
One of the most radical, wild, new assertions ever made in the history of astrophysics predicts
the existence of “Hawking radiation”. Allegedly, it is due to particle & anti‐particle pairs being
spontaneously created out of nothing for a “profound quantum reason” and then being
separated as one is grabbed gravitationally by a black hole at its event horizon and the other
inexplicable is not (a moment before the particle & anti‐particle pairs would have rejoined and
annihilated each other, of course).
This miraculous scenario is much too unrealistic for a realistic person to make up. Regardless of
its theoretical rationalization … If such an event was allowed to occur, then it would violate the
law of conservation of energy & matter by adding to the amount of matter in the universe.
Not long after it was first hypothesized in 1974, many gullible believers in it amongst
astronomers worldwide began diligently (as well as foolishly) searching the sky for it in the
vicinity of black holes (as well as anything that could be mistaken for black holes).
To date, they have all found absolutely nothing [No proof!] after decades of their best
(albeit irrational and misguided) efforts and waste of telescope time despite the undeniable
fact that at least one of the schemes for their searches should have been successful, according
to their own theories. After all, Hawking radiation is allegedly emitted as ordinary,
routinely‐detectable thermal radiation.
In recent years due to technological advances in astronomy, it has finally become
embarrassingly probable that the reason Hawking radiation has never been found is
unexpectedly simple: it does not exist to be found. Still, almost no one in the space sciences
establishment honestly confesses this grim likelihood. Instead, Hawking radiation has been
suspiciously recast as being extremely difficult to detect (for inadequate, vague and convoluted
reasons) yet the desperate search of the sky for it (and a Nobel Prize in physics) by many
stubbornly continues. Of course, it will never be found.
The extremely‐dubious theory of quantum gravity that Hawking radiation is based upon or
derived from radically changed as well as vastly overcomplicated how black holes exist and
function in the new, standard model that it consequently created.
One of the most surreal behaviors predicted for Hawking radiation is that heat is somehow,
via another elaborate, counterintuitive scenario that also violates the law of conservation of
energy & matter, allowed to escape from black holes … which would otherwise be indisputably
impossible.
_________

___________________________________________________________________________
In this case, the modern, scientific method has been ruthlessly, dishonestly bypassed for the
sake of yet another sacred, “the‐end‐justifies‐the‐means”, theoretical cause.
The role of two proven, causally‐related phenomena, actually known to normal physics as well
as the experience of everyone (i.e., heat and thermal radiation pressure) has been virtually
kicked‐out (i.e., their significance has been drastically reduced) of the black hole model so that
the role of an unproven, speculative phenomenon, completely unknown to normal physics as
well as the experience of everyone (i.e., Hawking radiation) could be admitted and moreover,
given much greater significance.
Note that a fair, objective consideration of all proven vs. unproven phenomena, based upon
their comparative merits, that was supposed to occur was never allowed to occur for one
obvious reason: If those scientific standards had been applied, then the resulting choice would
have surely been different. So, it was necessary to cheat.
Essentially, the totally‐misguided, theoretical astrophysicists and cosmologists who worked on
(i.e., had a vested interest in) and passionately wanted the new, “quantum gravity” model of
black holes adopted as the new standard were more active and powerful politically within
academia than the partially‐misguided, theoretical astrophysicists and cosmologists who at
least, were not impressed by the “imaginary mathematical voodoo” of the new, “quantum
gravity” model and just wanted the more sensible, old, “classical gravity” model of black holes
kept as the standard. So, the “even worse” replacement occurred and was dishonestly called
progress.
________

__________________
proof of neutron stars
Neutron stars, already proven to exist and occasionally well‐photographed/imaged, are already
dense to an almost‐unimaginable extreme by terrestrial standards. There are no actual
observations of any astrophysical phenomena that prove or require the existence of a greater
density of matter than neutrons to scientifically explain them, anyway.
Notably, the surfaces of neutron stars (including pulsars and magnetars) have also been verified
to be the most potent, electromagnetically‐energetic objects known in the universe.
Since neutrons cannot be ionized matter, obviously this implicates the presence of energetic,
ionized hydrogen in the atmospheres surrounding neutron stars where the gravity is not
overwhelming, permitting it to exist.
The best direct evidence for the legitimacy of the standard model for neutron stars comes from
the pulsar type, an observed, cosmic lighthouse phenomenon, whose fast rotation
(in some cases) in tandem with their ability to maintain gravitational cohesion under
tremendous centrifugal force is only explicable via a model where their matter is extremely
dense (e.g., as with compact neutrons). The fastest pulsar discovered to date (PSR J1748‐2446)
rotates at appr. 716 Hz with a maximum surface velocity at its equator of appr. 0.24c.
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Crab Nebula with a pulsar

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
RCW‐103 with a magnetar

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Cassiopeia A with a neutron star

___________________
anti‐gravity phenomena
Ultimately, one or more stable, repulsive phenomena that counterbalance the attractive force
of gravity within black holes, hitherto unknown, underestimated or disregarded, must exist.
Otherwise, there is no available means to correctly revise the old, classical model of how black
holes exist and function.
Fortunately, heat energy, thermal radiation pressure, neutron degeneracy pressure and
neutron repulsion (i.e., an unusual phenomenon mediated by the strong force whereby the
repulsion of like, compact neutrons occurs despite their magnetic neutrality) are four repulsive
phenomena, all proven to exist, with opposite effects to the attractive force of gravity that are
applicable within the environment of black holes (which consist of compact neutrons),
collectively referred to herein concisely as “anti‐gravity”. [Please note that this term is not used
with any popular culture connotation as you might expect from a science fiction movie.]
Their combined strength has thusfar been grossly underestimated due to the theory‐prejudiced
corruption of data associated with the new, standard model of black holes.
Only the strength of heat energy is very roughly estimated herein. [The vast majority of the
combined effect termed anti‐gravity is heat energy, anyway.] The strength of the other three
phenomena is not provided herein although it can also be very roughly estimated.
[Of course, there is no practical need for being fanatically‐vigilant about attempting to estimate
the total strength of anti‐gravity within black holes because observational verification of any
given model and measurement from outside will forever be impossible.]
Heat energy causes thermal radiation (and its pressure). Therefore, these two phenomena are
always associated and closely‐related with thermal radiation normally being the only means
available (if any) of emitting heat from an isolated object in space such as a star.
__________________________________________________________________

_______________________
the neutron limit hypothesis
The “neutron limit” hypothesis that compression beyond the extreme of neutrons is impossible,
in practice, must now be introduced since it is needed hereafter:


An absolute, maximum density of matter exists and is definable as a pure,
gravitationally‐compact, spherical (or nearly so, if there is rotation) mass of neutrons as
found within neutron stars and black holes. It is set at par with and must be nearly
equal to the known density of atomic nuclei (which include protons admixed with
neutrons) at appr. 3.0 x 10¹⁷ kg/m³.

[Note: The accurate figure is probably off slightly since neutrons have slightly more
mass than protons and the strong, nuclear force is not present.]
______________________________________________________________________________
Neutrons are already, generally acknowledged to be the hardest, most rigid and most
compression‐resistant “objects” known by far amongst those that are proven to exist.
[Also, it is common knowledge amongst mechanical engineers working with ordinary, solid
matter that resistance to compression rises exponentially with increasing pressure.]
Notwithstanding, the neutron limit hypothesis must not be misconstrued to irresponsibly,
radically assert that neutrons can theoretically withstand infinite inward pressure or even,
vastly‐high, inward pressure without compressing … somehow. Instead, it merely asserts that
whatever “calculated” inward pressure via gravity alone is needed, in theory, to cause neutrons
to compress, cannot be attained, in practice, due to growing, outward pressure via anti‐gravity
(mostly, heat) that unavoidably co‐exists to counterbalance it. So, the exact nature of the
“impossible hypothetical” compression of neutrons into “more fundamental particles” cannot
even be rationally speculated upon scientifically.
The continuing failure of some (theoretically‐influenced) astronomers to find their predicted,
standalone “quark stars” despite considerable, observational efforts is inexplicable to the
quantum gravity theory that runs contrary to the neutron limit hypothesis. This revealing result
is a measure toward establishing the validity of the latter.
Although energy is extremely compressible by gravity into matter, matter is not extremely
compressible by gravity into any other mysterious “form of existence”. Matter is indeed
extremely compressible by gravity but only to a well‐defined, finite extreme for unavoidable
reasons relating to existence as defined by particle physics‐ only as far as its single, quantized,
electrically‐balanced (uncharged), most stable, hardest, fundamental particle: the neutron.
Thereafter, it becomes, in practice, absolutely incompressible by gravity intransigently due to
the growing, opposite strength of anti‐gravity (mostly, heat).
__________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
[Incidentally, it is not a coincidence that no more or other “forms of existence” than energy and
matter are known. Nothing other than energy and matter exists simply because nothing else
possibly can exist.]
Ultimately, the amount of attractive gravitational force (i.e., inward pressure) required,
under speculative, naive “quantum gravity” theory, to implode and compress a stellar black
hole (composed of compact neutrons) further into “particles more fundamental than neutrons”
that never provably exist freely or independently in nature as the object becomes more massive
due to infalling matter, can never, in practice (restricted to real particle physics), be attained to
trigger that hypothetical event because, when the four repulsive, anti‐gravity phenomena
combined (i.e., outward pressure), all of which also increase strength with increasing mass,
are fully taken into account as they must be, a stable equilibrium is established.
This dictates that a black hole remains absolutely incompressible beyond compact neutrons
under the set of absolutely‐associated, opposite forces that can actually be encountered in the
real, physical universe. In other words, a strict, finite limit to the extreme compressibility of
matter by gravity unavoidably exists and defines itself when all relevant, applicable phenomena
that have opposite effect to it (i.e., the four anti‐gravity phenomena) are admitted and
measured in against it as they must be.
So, the critical level incompetently miscalculated for implosive destabilization of a stellar black
hole exclusively by gravity (with anti‐gravity irresponsibly, severely underestimated)
can never be reached and of course, this bizarre event has never been observed.
[Note: The convenient excuse that this missing observation is logistically impossible to make
because the alleged event occurs hidden inside the event horizon of a black hole has no bearing
upon the crucial, scientific fact that, notwithstanding, it has never been made.]
By contrast, the critical level competently estimated for explosive destabilization of a
supermassive black hole by anti‐gravity (with gravity responsibly, correctly figured in)
can surely be reached since this commonplace event has already been observed very many
times across the sky as quasars being created (at various stages).
_____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
___________________
types of core collapses
Both neutron stars and stellar black holes are expected by astronomers and astrophysicists to
usually, normally form directly from core collapses as the remnant cores of large‐mass and
very‐large‐mass stars, respectively. However, core collapses are impossible to observe with
state‐of‐the‐art telescopes unless they occur very nearby. [Note: No actual core collapse has
ever been observed.]
___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
Only neutron stars (from large‐mass stars) explode visibly as supernovae due to the bounce of
their outer material off the newly‐compressed (yet newly‐incompressible), neutron core.
The associated friction adds enough heat (and particle velocity) to escape the surface gravity of
the neutron core and sustain an explosion.

___________________________________________________________________________
________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
Stellar black holes (from very‐large‐mass stars) capture all of their outer material as it impacts
the newly‐compressed (yet newly‐incompressible), neutron core despite the heat it adds,
compress it as well into neutrons and grow even more massive and larger. In this manner,
most of the original mass of burnt‐out, very‐large‐mass stars becomes a part of new, stellar
black holes with no visible supernovae displayed.
________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________
key distinction between neutron stars & black holes
A strict upper limit to the observed masses of neutron stars, once a fair number had been
discovered, first tipped‐off astronomers to the strong possibility that black holes actually exist.
The transition from a neutron star into a stellar black hole via infalling matter used within the
following example is typically adjudged by astronomers and astrophysicists to be uncommon
(for technical reasons). Nonetheless, this real scenario is used preferentially herein to clearly
illustrate some important principles concerning their similarities and differences.
Although there is some compelling, solid evidence that neutron stars and stellar black holes
have the same internal composition (compact neutrons), one critically‐important, functional
distinction intransigently remains:


Whenever a neutron star gains enough mass and gravity at its spherical surface via
infalling matter to form an event horizon whereby none of its light (more accurately,
electromagnetic radiation of any wavelength) can escape, then it suddenly goes totally
“dark” to the rest of the universe outside its event horizon and becomes a stellar black
hole (by definition) of minimal mass. Consequently, all heat (normally, previously
emitted as a wavelength of thermal radiation) becomes completely trapped within its
limited, spherical volume.
___________________________

_____________________________
black holes as a fundamental reality
The rational, sound notion that objects in space could build‐up over time large enough to
possess a gravitational field too strong for anything, even light, to escape is so obvious and
fundamental, it was first proposed in 1784. It predates the theories of general relativity and
quantum mechanics by so far, the possible validity of the basic concept of black holes itself
should be considered completely separately from the possible validity of all complex, modern
theories that entail, describe or define black holes in their various, characteristic ways.
Indisputably, the fundamental concept of black holes does not have a history of being contrived
to support or discredit any accepted or controverted, modern theory nor was its necessary,
unavoidable invention a dishonest, anti‐scientific conspiracy to admit a mysterious,
partially‐untestable phenomenon into astronomy that is ideal for abusing the scientific method
via many desired, arbitrary, theoretical schemes (even though it unfortunately happens to be
very useful in exactly this way). In any case, black holes must be fairly considered as probably
being real despite their direct invisibility.
If it must be admitted only that concentrations of gravity (and mass) strong enough to prevent
the escape of all electromagnetic radiation can and somewhere ideal do exist in the infinite
universe, then it also must be admitted that consequently, stellar black holes (under some
model) can and somewhere ideal do exist (such as in the crowded cores of some galaxies).
In any case, the inability to continue to emit any electromagnetic radiation from its
environment must cause a drastic, fundamental, effectual alteration to the function of a
(formerly) neutron star (i.e., the formation of an event horizon) which creates, by definition,
a stellar black hole of minimal mass.
Over‐reported stellar black holes are recently being observed to be suspiciously‐
indistinguishable from neutron stars with accretion disks, in some cases. Despite its annoying
overuse, misuse and abuse via the new, standard model of black holes, the existence of stellar
black holes (under some model) cannot reasonably and fairly be denied wholesale as actually
being “a case of mistaken identity” for neutron stars, in every case. There is always that one
critically‐important, functional distinction which must be addressed. Ultimately, the unique
concept of stellar black holes, distinct from neutron stars, is irreplaceably useful and necessary.
Even using the highly‐conservative, neutron limit hypothesis whereby gravitationally‐compact
neutrons are absolutely incompressible at a density nearly equal to that of atomic nuclei
(appr. 3.0 x 10¹⁷ kg/m³), the escape velocity‐speed for light (i.e., photons) can still be
overwhelmed (at appr. 1.0071c) by the extremely‐high surface gravity
(appr. 199,705,507,048 g OR appr. 1,953,119,858,932 m/s²) associated with a stellar black
hole of minimal mass having only appr. 8.0 solar masses with a corresponding, spherical volume
(in neutrons) of appr. 5.3 x 10⁴ km³ and a radius of appr. 23.302 km. [If it is rotating, more mass
is required. Exactly how much more mass depends upon its velocity of rotation.]

_________________________________________________________________________
For perspective, single stars can occasionally form having 100‐150 solar masses which will
eventually exhaust their reactants via thermonuclear fusion and experience core collapses.
Also, massive, burnt‐out stars will occasionally draw each other too close gravitationally, collide
and merge esp. inside the crowded cores of many galaxies.
For the purpose of effectively presenting this theory, there is actually no need to argue with
anyone who finds the astronomical evidence unconvincing (for whatever dubious reason)
and therefore, steadfastly refuses to believe that stellar black holes can possibly form by the
process of core collapses of very‐large‐mass stars that deplete their element reactants via
thermonuclear fusion.
In any case, one stellar black hole of minimal mass, ideally located within the crowded core of
our Milky Way Galaxy, will gradually (albeit erratically) and inevitably accumulate more & more
mass. Once this process starts, it will continue relentlessly … even though its rate probably will
fluctuate greatly at times. This is not just another speculative theory. This is a proven fact
drawn from (indirect) astronomical observations.
At least one such core collapse or collision & merger has already occurred a very long time ago
within the crowded core of our Milky Way Galaxy to create one stellar black hole of minimal
mass which, in turn, has accumulated more & more mass until it has become one intermediate‐
mass black hole which, in turn, has accumulated more & more mass until it has become one
supermassive black hole whose discovery has been verified many times.
___________________________________________________________

________________________
a growing, heating black hole
Immediately upon its formation, a stellar black hole of minimal mass would become
functionally blocked as a burning star (unlike a neutron star). Due to the inability of its photons
to escape its event horizon and thereby release any heat at all from its environment of origin in
the form of thermal radiation, it could not possibly get any colder. It could only get hotter.
It has become a perfectly‐sealed environment yet only one‐way. Anything can move in to it but
nothing can move out from it.
Overall, its temperature would stabilize and remain constant, only slightly higher than it was at
its very last moment as a burning neutron star, but only as long as its mass also would remain
constant (i.e., not increase). Inevitably, its mass would increase, notwithstanding, via infalling
matter and the associated velocity and friction of it would also contribute to increasing its
temperature by a notch but then, stabilize and remain constant again … until the next infall of
matter.
Although neutron stars (including pulsars and magnetars) have been reliably observed to be
very hot, stellar black holes of minimal mass, naturally expected to be even a little hotter,
cannot be confirmed as such because they cannot be observed at all by any direct means from
the rest of the universe outside their event horizons. The environment around a black hole
usually has an accretion disk and the area of the event horizon surrounding a black hole
appears as a black circle (which may be partially obscured by an accretion disk). Ironically,
the rest of the universe can receive no effect, information, measurement or evidence
whatsoever of the tremendous yet completely trapped heat within black holes (precisely
because it is completely trapped).
As a law, the longer in radius (and more massive) a black hole inevitably becomes via infalling
matter, the hotter it becomes throughout. This is due to the volume‐to‐surface‐area ratio of a
sphere (r:3) which continues to rise (greatly in favor of volume), increasing its interior
insulation, as a black hole increases its radius. The temperature rises directly, proportionally
with the volume‐to‐surface‐area ratio of a sphere with no discount as infalling matter
accumulates. Also, the velocity and friction of infalling matter generates additional heat yet
absolutely no heat can be released from within the event horizon of a black hole.
A single, unified event horizon initially forms exactly along the surface of the sphere of a black
hole which is always where its gravity is strongest. As its mass increases and its gravity
becomes stronger, the unified event horizon splits into two event horizons: the inner event
horizon and the outer event horizon.
The inner event horizon is permanently fixed at the location of the original, single, unified event
horizon even as it is no longer at the same location as the surface of the sphere and gets buried
deeper with increasing mass and gravity.
_________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
The outer event horizon extends outward spherically from its surface with increasing mass and
gravity.
Between the two event horizons is the zone of higher gravity (which includes the surface of the
sphere where gravity is at its peak).
Inside the inner event horizon is the zone of lower gravity (which includes the centerpoint
where there is always zero gravity due to the balanced, omni‐directional pull of gravity
surrounding it, regardless of the mass of the black hole).
_________________________________________

_________________________________________
The amount of heat added to a black hole by every significant infall of matter must be
substantial. This partially‐unobservable event (i.e., the part that occurs inside the outer event
horizon) is comparable to fast‐moving and fast‐accelerating (due to the extreme gravity of a
black hole) asteroids or comets hitting the surface of a massive star except that none of the
heat generated by the impact, “internal” explosion, light, etc can escape the outer event
horizon of a black hole, rendering it totally efficient as a heat trap.
According to the new, standard model of black holes, the opposite is true. The more massive a
black hole inevitably becomes via infalling matter, the cooler it becomes. Furthermore,
all except the smallest black holes are predicted to be very cold (at a temperature only slightly
higher than absolute zero).
Fortunately, this suspiciously‐counterintuitive prediction which defies known, proven physics to
the extreme and should destroy the credibility of its model is currently disproving itself in a
neverending way via the total, abysmal failure to find the phenomenon solely responsible for
the cooling of black holes‐ Hawking radiation. Moreover, since this phenomenon is also
supposed to be solely responsible for the complete “evaporation” of all black holes over time,
it obviously should be produced by all black holes in decent, moderate amounts (at least).
Thus, it should also be successfully detected. [No excuses!] Nonetheless, it is not detected.

black holes
___________________________________________________
comparisons of some key geometrical and physical properties
___________________________________________________
radius
r
00001
00002
00003
00006
00015
00030
00060
00150
00300
00600
01500
03000
06000

volume
v
4.19
33.51
113.10
904.80
14,137.25
113,100.00
904,800.00
14,137,250.00
113,100,000.00
904,800,000.00
14,137,250,000.00
113,100,000,000.00
904,800,000,000.00

surface area
sa
12.57
50.26
113.10
452.40
2,827.45
11,310.00
45,240.00
282,745.00
1,131,000.00
4,524,000.00
28,274,500.00
113,100,000.00
452,400,000.00

ratio
v:sa
1:3
2:3
1:1
2:1
5:1
10:1
20:1
50:1
100:1
200:1
500:1
1000:1
2000:1

temp
multiplier
00001x
00002x
00003x
00006x
00015x
00030x
00060x
00150x
00300x
00600x
01500x
03000x
06000x

Notes:
1. The appr. 23.302 km radius “r” is set at par “00001” unit for a stellar black hole of
minimal mass. The number of solar masses it equals would be appr. 8.0.
2. The volume increases in exactly the same measure as the mass.
3. No attempt is made to estimate the temperature of a stellar black hole of minimal mass,
set at par “00001x”, but it would probably be a notch hotter than the hottest, most
massive, mature (post‐new, cooled‐off phase) neutron star ever observed
(i.e., >1,000,000⁰K).
4. The temperature increases in exactly the same measure as the radius.
5. Spin, if any, is not taken into account and calculated. Thus, it is assumed to be at rest.
If it is not at rest … The faster its spin, the higher its “critical mass”.

_________________
gravity vs anti‐gravity
In a minimally‐massive, stellar black hole …
Comparatively, gravity (i.e., inward pressure) is very strong and anti‐gravity
(i.e., outward pressure) is very weak.
Nonetheless … Given a black hole (composed of compact neutrons) that remains absolutely
incompressible, the four anti‐gravity phenomena totaled (i.e., outward pressure) will increase
strength at a slightly higher rate than gravity (i.e., inward pressure) as the object gradually
becomes ever longer in radius and ever more massive due to infalling matter. Accordingly,
a prodigious amount of mass (as neutrons) must be gathered by gravity before anti‐gravity
(i.e., outward pressure) will eventually equal gravity (i.e., inward pressure).
Although a black hole is generally known [under the old, classical model] as a very powerful,
absolute gravity generator and trap (and correctly so), a black hole is generally unknown also as
a very powerful, absolute heat generator and trap … but it should be.
Interestingly, a black hole may be the only natural environment in the cosmos that is capable,
on a large scale, of passively, incidentally receiving as well as (in marginal cases) actively,
gravitationally drawing in diffuse, radiant energy (in the form of photons) and trapping it with
its compact neutrons. After all, it traps everything. Although this theory is impossible to prove
due to it concerning activity within the event horizon, it seems very likely that, under
tremendous gravitational compression, energy (e.g., photons) must be converted into matter.
[Note: Z‐pinches, a plasma physics phenomenon involved in star formation, are also able to
convert concentrated energy into matter.]
Since both nuclear fusion and nuclear fission convert a fraction of their matter (the lightest
elements and the heaviest elements, respectively) or binding energy into photons elsewhere,
the matter‐energy balance throughout the universe is kept in a stable equilibrium by black
holes. Otherwise, virtually all, readily fusionable and fissionable (radioactive) matter would
have long‐since been depleted in the static universe of infinite age saturated with diffuse,
radiant energy.
The increasing surface area (with increasing radius) has a significant effect, all things otherwise
equal, toward generally reducing the surface gravity of a sphere by lessening the geometric
concentration of its total mass although the mandatorily‐associated, increasing total mass has a
greater, compensating effect toward increasing the surface gravity of a sphere. Overall,
this discount to the rate at which surface gravity increases as a black hole grows more massive
and larger (due to the incompressibility of neutrons), compared to anti‐gravity, is ultimately
pivotal.
_______

____________________________________________________________________________
Notwithstanding, in a growing black hole, the mass and radius cannot be increased separately.
Their correlation is absolute and unbreakable. Furthermore, the mass increases in exactly the
same measure as the volume [a special case due to the incompressibility of neutrons causing
the density to remain constant despite increasing gravity] thereby rendering the given
“volume of a sphere” formula accurate for also relating the “mass of a sphere” (of neutrons)
to the radius. Accordingly, a large increase in mass (or volume) of neutrons is required to yield
a small increase in radius.
Whenever a supermassive black hole, seemingly always located within the crowded core of a
galaxy, eventually reaches “critical mass” (due to infalling matter) which corresponds to the
extremely‐large number of solar masses (at least, an est. 75‐100 billion, possibly a multiple of
that amount, with the exact figure depending upon its velocity of rotation or spin, if any)
required to create two quasars, anti‐gravity (i.e., outward pressure) exactly equals gravity
(i.e., inward pressure) for the first time. Incidentally, the largest, supermassive black holes are
inexplicable to the Big Bang Theory because they require many more times than the maximum
age of the universe to form gravitationally.
As soon as the next significant infall of matter occurs, this newly gravitationally unbound yet
still inertially stationary, “critical mass”, supermassive black hole is surely, suddenly no longer
predominantly pulled together from inside by gravity to remain a single, spherical object.
A sharp reversal has very rapidly occurred whereby it is now predominantly pushed apart from
inside by anti‐gravity (mostly, heat). [This effect is strongest at the exact centerpoint of the
sphere where there is normally, always zero gravity.] It has momentarily exceeded and violated
its maximum allowable, stable mass!
_______________________________

____________________
investigations of quasars
A critical choice must now be made between two, mutually‐exclusive, possible realities:
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
To be sure, objective, representative, statistical analyses of large surveys have established an
overwhelmingly‐high probability that quasar‐galaxy associations are real instead of
coincidental.
___________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
The embarrassment that professional Big Bang theorists surely experience upon viewing an
image of a high‐redshift quasar irrefutably positioned in front of a low‐redshift galaxy must be
profound except for individuals who are clueless. [Note: There are other damning examples.]
The only appropriate, logical response for ethical and intelligent cosmologists is to humbly
admit to their mistake and correct their viewpoint. It is puzzling why Big Bang theorists almost
never do.
_________

____________________________
supermassive black hole explosion
Consequently, it instantly becomes a structurally‐unstable, spherical object throughout and
explodes extremely violently from its centerpoint. Initially, this is a spherical, omni‐directional
explosion but it usually only extends a relatively short distance until it meets some resistance
(due to stationary, surrounding matter) in the crowded, galactic core, is affected and so,
vents and takes the path of least resistance (which is typically, roughly perpendicular to the
plane of its origin galaxy), formed and focused as a pair of opposite jets (aptly analogous to the
behavior of conventional, high explosives within shaped charges) that split completely into two
separate parts‐ the earliest form of a pair of opposite quasars. The host galaxy has now
become observably active within its nucleus.
Only a minority of galaxies have sufficient, total mass to ever concentrate enough mass within
their nuclei alone to build‐up their supermassive black holes to “critical mass”. Moreover,
none of the new pair of proto‐quasars output from a supermassive black hole explosion can
possibly have sufficient, total mass to ever become host galaxies with “critical mass”,
supermassive black holes within their nuclei alone.
However, galactic collisions and mergers are commonplace and relatively frequent (over time
spans with 10’s to 100’s of millions of years). So, every small galaxy will eventually become a
blended part of a large, merged galaxy with a multiple more, total mass, sufficient to build‐up,
thru black hole mergers, the supermassive black hole within its nucleus to “critical mass”.
This “critical mass”, supermassive black hole explosion must be very fast initially, relative to the
speed of light, which has indeed been observed (notably by Dr. Halton Arp) since it is literally
impossible to realistically imagine a more powerful explosive than a “critical mass” of
extremely‐hot neutrons.
In the ordinary sense, a high explosive is definable as a solid or liquid substance that can be
quickly destabilized from its denser state and thereby converted into a gaseous substance
which creates a strong overpressure compared to the normal, surrounding atmospheric
pressure (if any) that equalizes pressure suddenly with great force.
The overpressure created by instantly destabilizing and detonating an extremely large mass of
the densest, possible form of solid matter (i.e., compact neutrons with a half‐life of 10.3
minutes) previously held together gravitationally at by far the hottest temperature known
(a roughly est. 3,000 times as hot as a black hole of minimal mass) and converting it via
decompression on the timetable of its half‐life into an extremely dense, hot plasma of the
lightest element (i.e., the three natural isotopes of hydrogen) and, in turn, freely releasing it to
equalize pressure and temperature with the vacuum and extreme cold (slightly higher than
absolute zero), respectively, of intergalactic space, cannot realistically be exceeded.
____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
The ratio of the volume of a neutron to the volume of a protium (¹H) atom is extremely low.
Notably, some of the ionized, hydrogen masses will already be concentrated together
gravitationally into many, large amounts sporadically, extremely hot, turbulent with explosive
shock waves, extremely potent with electromagnetic energy in the aftermath of the
“critical mass”, supermassive black hole explosion‐ all conditions conducive to widespread star
formation under the electric sun model of plasma physics (i.e., ideal for creating “Z‐pinches”).
Even though anti‐gravity (i.e., outward pressure) was only extremely, slightly stronger than
gravity (i.e., inward pressure) at the moment the single, gigantic sphere (i.e., “critical mass”,
supermassive black hole) exploded, the potential energy rapidly, irreversibly released via the
described sequence of events was enormous.
_____________________________________
__________________________________________
calculation of the energy release per neutron decay
neutron

939.56563000 MeV
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
proton
938.27231000 MeV
electron
0.51099906 MeV
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
total 938.78330906 MeV
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
0.78232094 MeV
___________________________________________

_________________
formation of quasars
Initially is when this fast, “critical mass”, supermassive black hole explosion is at its fastest and
it would carry outward endlessly at constant speed via the law of inertia were it not for being
slowed down greatly due to the tremendous gravitational attraction of all of its constituent
pieces of matter to one another which are still very close together, extremely dense and
extremely massive in the early era.
Then, the gravitational attraction of the mass within each opposite, proto‐quasar jet
(that forms in the intermediate era) to one another, which is opposite to their respective
directions of motion and expansion, as well as the gravitational attraction of the mass within
their host galaxy in the plane between both jets will further slow each other down moderately.
The power of gravity to slow down the fast explosive expansion diminishes with distance and
time although its effect always remains very significant and compared to the velocities of the
entire, explosive mass, always remains in control.
Predictably, the gravitational redshift and decelerational redshift for quasars emerging from a
“critical mass”, supermassive black hole explosion with its extreme event horizon are extreme
initially but eventually, they diminish to little as the quasars move a great distance away from
the core of their host galaxy, expand into and form normal galaxies.
_______________________________________________________

_________________
formation of galaxies
The observed, quantized steps of blueshifting accompanying the ejection, expansion, motion
and transformation of quasars into galaxies exist because the astrophysical effects involving
defined changes for fixed durations in the speed, density, temperature, pressure, volume,
chemical composition, structure and function of the matter and energy (esp. electromagnetic
radiation) within quasars under decreasing gravitational redshifting and decreasing
decelerational redshifting are not random.
Therefore, statistical patterns or groupings at several, defined redshifts that are favored at
defined stages for defined times in this complex process emerge involving stellar populations of
various types and ages. By the way, even normal, mature galaxies are also quantized to a lesser
extent for similar reasons.
Based upon the universal, absolute and accurate redshift‐distance correlation that is recklessly
assumed within the Big Bang theory, superclusters concentrated into ultimately large‐scale
structures of matter, “walls” alternating with “voids” have been discovered by astronomers and
casually concluded to actually exist. In fact, they probably do actually exist due to observations
of wide, angular diameters where there is little to nothing in the foreground or background.
They attribute the cause of these structures to gravity although they prefer not to talk about
the fact that the largest of the 14 walls discovered to date required a minimum of appr. 250
billion years to form in this manner (within their hypothetical universe that is only appr. 13.7
billion years old).
To knowledgeable critics of the Big Bang theory, this interpretation of an astronomical
observation is suspicious, though, because it can alternatively be interpreted as a direct proof
that the redshift of quasars and galaxies is uniformly quantized throughout the universe
[a phenomenon first noticed to be widespread by Dr. Halton Arp] IF superclusters actually
occupy a continuous range of distances.
Nonetheless, there is presently no available means of conclusively, independently determining
which scenario is actually the reality.
“Intrinsic redshift”, discovered by Dr. Halton Arp, is one of the most important phenomena for
astronomers, astrophysicists and cosmologists worldwide to be interested in and dedicated to
seriously investigating by all available means. Unfortunately, closed‐minded loyalty to the
standard theory of Big Bang evolution as the only plausible origin for quasars is outlawing and
stagnating true, substantial progress to a great extent.
____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
After the initial “critical mass”, supermassive black hole explosion, heat (as well as thermal
radiation pressure) reduces rapidly with explosive expansion in accordance with ideal gas laws
whereby the temperature and pressure decrease directly, proportionally with an increase in the
volume yet the attractive force of gravity reduces only moderately with explosive expansion in
accordance with the inverse square law and consequently, remains much more influential over
large distances.
As the explosive expansion is finally, gradually slowed down toward a stop as it must be under
the relentless, long‐range pull of gravity, a pair of new galaxies forms, stabilizes and rotates in
accordance with the laws of plasma physics (i.e., as experimentally demonstrated with
Dr. Anthony Peratt’s models). They will still be highly‐energetic electromagnetically with the
majority of their matter ionized in the plasma state. The new galaxies remain
gravitationally‐bound typically via an orbit to their host galaxy at a distance.
______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
For example, a more‐or‐less average, spiral galaxy with a 50,000 light‐year radius (similar to the
Milky Way Galaxy) will have required 100,000‐500,000 years to reach into its full size from its
beginning as a quasar if its average speed of fast explosive expansion was 0.1‐0.5 c.
____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
The proven phenomenon of quasar formation (leading to galaxy formation) as described
logically dictates that the neutron limit hypothesis must be correct. Otherwise, the sequence of
events that necessitate quasar and galaxy formation must forever remain mysterious, magical,
inexplicable and unachievable. To maintain consistency with the known, proven laws of
physics, the complete, cosmological puzzle cannot be correctly pieced together any other way.
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________
the role of mass
Ultimately, accumulations of mass can now be understood in a more holistic and
comprehensive manner to pivotally, simultaneously attract, cause and drive both of its
mandatorily‐associated, opposite accumulations, gravity and anti‐gravity: most forcefully and
confrontationally within supermassive black holes. Although accumulations of gravity and
anti‐gravity are usually both erroneously conceived of as unlimited in pure, naive theory,
fortunately they are both unavoidably limited at the extremes in realistic, informed practice
by one another.
The gradual accumulation of anti‐gravity (mostly, heat) slows, then stops and finally, suddenly
overpowers and reverses the accumulation of mass associated with gravity within a
supermassive black hole as it reaches “critical mass” via a powerful explosion that rapidly,
simultaneously achieves the dispersion of mass associated with gravity as well as the dispersion
of mass associated with itself (anti‐gravity).
____________________________________

_______________________________
formation of supermassive black holes
Even though its matter is still in a state of slow dispersion for a long time after a “critical mass”,
supermassive black hole explosion, due to its comparatively‐superior, long‐range power,
gravity gradually slows, then stops and finally, overpowers and reverses the dispersion of mass
associated with anti‐gravity (which caused the explosive expansion).
Thereafter, it is in a state of accumulation. Gravity starts over by gradually building new,
supermassive black holes in the most ideal location, the crowded cores of old, burning galaxies,
which gradually achieves the accumulation of mass associated with anti‐gravity as well as the
accumulation of mass associated with itself (gravity).
___________________________________________

_____________________________
supermassive black holes & quasars
Supermassive black holes exist nowhere else than the crowded cores of galaxies.
Quasars originate nowhere else than the crowded cores of galaxies.
If the proposed cause‐&‐effect connection between supermassive black holes and quasars
seems a bit speculative or indefinite, then please thoroughly explore the following questions
more deeply:



Is an astonishing, unrelated coincidence between the existence these two extremely
matter‐rich, galaxy‐core phenomena within a close time frame realistically likely?

Is it even possible for the matter within supermassive black holes and the matter
gathered together shortly before new quasars are created, if truly separate, to co‐exist
inside the same region within the crowded core of a galaxy without affecting one
another greatly and interacting gravitationally?
_____________________________________________

_______________________________
endless cycles for matter (and energy)
The most important principle is that anti‐gravity (mostly, heat) eventually overpowers gravity
short‐range where matter is as massive and dense as possible and gravity eventually
overpowers anti‐gravity long‐range where matter is relatively rarified.
This negative feedback, a crossover at the extremes in distance, mass, density and thermal
insulation for matter, that “short‐circuits” the endless, positive feedback that would otherwise
exist, for example, between increasing gravity, increasing mass, decreasing volume (and thus,
increasing density) for a sphere in accordance with a commonly ill‐conceived model of black
holes, is responsible for the overall stable, cyclical universe that actually exists for us to
observe.
In the static universe of infinite age, anti‐gravity (mostly, heat) prevents all matter from
eventually becoming eternally trapped inside supermassive black holes.
Matter is always alternating or bouncing between the two defined extremes of distance and
mass‐density accumulations, set by gravity and anti‐gravity, but it is never violating or
exceeding them … for more than a moment.
Thereby, a recycling mechanism is enabled to holistically restore equilibrium between gravity
and anti‐gravity, despite the extreme, short‐term imbalances and instabilities we occasionally
witness dramatically demonstrated as events, which consequently, maintains the long‐term
balance, stability, accessibility and renewal for all of the matter (and energy) throughout the
universe.
The only alternative is for a relentless, dead‐end march toward infinite extremes and long‐term
imbalances and instabilities to ever‐escalate in the universe over infinite time
(which fortunately, is contrary to what is observed).
A non‐trivial distinction from Dr. Halton Arp’s interpretations of his observations is that matter
is not literally created: it is recycled. The matter from which new quasars (which become new
galaxies) are assembled in the crowded cores of old, burning galaxies is no longer magically
produced out of nothing. It has a source: the supermassive black holes that are also commonly
found within the same region. Accordingly, the vitally important law of conservation of energy
& matter is not violated.
Furthermore, the mass of fundamental particles does not increase with time: it remains
constant. To be sure, this work is a total refutation of the bizarre, unproven astrophysics
proposed within the Quasi‐Steady State Theory as well as the Big Bang Theory.
________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
Astronomers were (obviously) unable to make the impossible, direct observations of the matter
hidden within supermassive black holes in the crowded cores of other distant galaxies.
Consequently, it is a little understandable how Quasi‐Steady State theorists confused the
extremely‐dense matter (compact neutrons) in the process of rapidly decompressing
(into hydrogen), which was observable as supermassive black hole explosions that brought
quasars into existence, with matter that originated out of nothing where particles were steadily
gaining mass and blueshifting. Nonetheless, the latter interpretation was quite radical and
risky‐ in brazen violation of some known, proven laws of particle physics that are vitally
important. [Note: These kind of irresponsible, exotic, “science fiction” theories never fare well
in the end.]
The gravity vs. anti‐gravity recycling mechanism as described is not inconsistent with the actual,
astronomical observations of Dr. Halton Arp (even as he was a Quasi‐Steady State theorist).
Notably, this renders all models (compared to this model) that unnecessarily rely heavily upon
complex interpretations of new, mystical and/or exotic astrophysical theories (such as quantum
gravity, quantum mechanics and/or general relativity) to explain Dr. Halton Arp’s observations
over‐complicated and thus, subject to rightful, wholesale exclusion without further
consideration via Occam’s razor compared to this theory.
As long as stars continue to burn (through two energy sources), they remain in the plasma state
and generally hold their place within the plasma structure of a rotating galaxy. However,
whenever stars burn‐out, they become ordinary, relatively‐cool, non‐ionized, stable matter that
is no longer primarily controlled by electromagnetism. Instead, they become exclusively
controlled by gravity whereby they gradually are drawn together into the crowded core of the
galaxy. This process defines the lifespan of a galaxy.
Matter can be realistically expected to gradually amass (at an increasing rate) in the crowded
cores of old, burning galaxies due to gravitational attraction and collisions of stars, black holes,
other galaxies, etc. In this manner, burnt‐out stars from within each old, burning galaxy as well
as burnt‐out galaxies (parts or wholes) inevitably, eventually end‐up in the crowded cores of
old, burning galaxies temporarily turning them into old, active galaxies and providing the
matter for new pairs of quasars which become new pairs of galaxies. Afterwards, the old,
active galaxies revert back into normal, old, burning galaxies.
By the way, the rate at which old, burning galaxies become burnt‐out galaxies must equal the
observable (in theory) rate at which new galaxies are created (initially, as quasars) throughout
the universe. This keeps the number and density of observable galaxies roughly constant.
Moreover, the average life of a galaxy and, in turn, the number of generations of stars of
various types and masses that enables until virtually all fusionable and ionized matter within a
galaxy is depleted of its energy can also be estimated from observable information.
____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
The stellar, thermonuclear fusion processes through which, over time, new galaxies become
old, burning galaxies and, in turn, become burnt‐out galaxies have been intensively studied and
are probably, generally understood correctly to some extent. However, major contributions
offered by plasma physics to the accuracy and completion of solar models have yet to be
accepted and incorporated by establishment, solar physics.
At this point, the working foundations of a realistic, eternally‐stable, balanced,
gravity vs. anti‐gravity recycling mechanism for the matter (and energy) of the universe
throughout its entire cycle have been presented.
________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
scales of influence for electromagnetism & gravity & anti‐gravity
On the small scale inside supermassive black holes, the weak force of anti‐gravity (mostly, heat)
is extremely, slightly dominant over the medium‐strength force of gravity but only at exactly
where "critical mass" is attained and an explosion occurs. Gravity remains dominant over
anti‐gravity throughout all larger scales progressively, less so inside supermassive black holes
having less than “critical mass” and more so outside with their explosive expansion.
Throughout the cosmos, whether or not matter is ionized determines whether or not
electromagnetism plays any role at all, regardless of the scale. [Note: This excludes
electromagnetism, only applicable to plasma, from the small scale inside supermassive black
holes because their neutrons are obviously not ionized matter.]
On the medium scale up to and past solar systems including up to a small number of stars,
the medium‐strength force of gravity is generally dominant over the extremely strong force of
electromagnetism although the latter must also be included to describe solar systems with
maximum accuracy.
It is not known at exactly what scale, somewhere between a large number of stars and a small
portion of a galaxy, gravity and electromagnetism are approximately in balance with neither
clearly dominant nor submissive.
On the large scale up to and past galaxies and up to and past superclusters limitlessly,
the extremely strong force of electromagnetism is generally dominant over the
medium‐strength force of gravity and determines their structure to an increasing degree,
ever‐approaching totally.
_____________________

___________
ramifications
In the static universe of infinite age, gravity has long‐since drawn all of its matter as closely
together as possible thereby creating maximum accumulations of mass (yet leaving behind
maximum accumulations of virtually empty space). Notably, this has no effect upon the
average density of matter throughout the universe. However, anti‐gravity (mostly, heat)
imposes a strict limit upon how closely together this is possible via explosions of “critical mass”,
supermassive black holes. The universe is eternally kept in holistic equilibrium between the
opposite, dynamic influences of gravity and anti‐gravity upon all matter within it.
The eternal ebb and flow between gravity and anti‐gravity demonstrates itself dramatically as
supermassive black holes gradually grow, attain “critical mass” and suddenly explode.
Their matter gradually re‐gathers and repeats the cycle endlessly on the scale of “little bangs”
throughout the infinite universe (requiring the amount of mass to create a pair of quasars).
These “little bangs” occur in an infinite number scattered sporadically throughout the infinite,
(overall) static universe, admix each other’s matter somewhat in bordering, overlapping regions
and repeat endlessly. At an equal rate in the infinite universe (as measured in mass),
burnt‐out galaxies are salvaged by supermassive black holes to become the raw matter to help
supply new “little bangs” which become new quasar‐pairs and then, new galaxy‐pairs.
All of this occurs upon randomly‐staggered timetables throughout the infinite, (overall) static
universe. In other words, an infinite number of instances of the gravity vs anti‐gravity recycling
mechanism are playing‐out (clockwise in the model with time) at every stage of development.
There will be a weighted distribution of the various stages observable with the relative numbers
determined by how much time each stage requires, on average.
This natural process has always occurred the same way throughout its infinite past, is presently
occurring the same way and will always occur the same way throughout its infinite future.
Consequently, the infinite, (overall) static universe as a whole is the only true, perfect (lossless),
perpetual‐motion machine. It is always powered and kept dynamic within and throughout by
the relentless “tug‐of‐war” between gravity and anti‐gravity that always alternates and is never
won by either side.
Holistically, all things astrophysical within the infinite, (overall) static universe are indestructibly
in equilibrium, perfectly stable, perfectly balanced and perfectly symmetrical‐ exactly as they
should be.
_________

______________________________________
intelligent life desperately seeking permanence
The natural process of the infinite universe is generally unsupportive to the long‐term needs of
life and utterly neutral since it is not sentient (although we are). The indisputable, anthropic
fact that conditions supportive to the short‐term needs of life can be found somewhere within
the infinite universe is ironically both virtually, miraculously unlikely (considering the extremely
long list of astrobiological conditions that had to be met for it to even be possible) yet expected
(due to infinite permutations inevitably materializing somewhere within the infinite universe).
No conceivable, natural, astrophysical phenomenon or artificial, macro‐engineering project
exists (or can be invented) even by the most technologically‐advanced, most capable and
largest civilization to significantly alter, indefinitely delay or suspend this natural process in a
sustainable way even if tremendous efforts are focused at the limited area that affects it.
Instead, an intelligent civilization would be wiser to focus its limited, finite resources upon
completely escaping, indefinitely avoiding or at least, postponing as long as possible
[almost certainly the only realistic option] getting destroyed by this natural process as firstly,
its host star burns‐out and secondly, its entire host galaxy burns‐out.
This would require extremely long‐distance and long‐duration, human space travel to other
burning stars and then, to other burning galaxies, accelerated evolution (thru artificial
selection) for the entire human race, terraforming, widespread, successful colonization of
many, diverse planets, attaining technological excellence in every pertinent field, etc.
Nonetheless, even this comparatively‐modest goal is surely unachievable realistically and
unsustainable indefinitely for any living species.
The probable absence of any other intelligent civilizations within our galaxy and nearby galaxies
virtually proves that the aforementioned “solution” itself is either not achievable or not
survivable for an extremely, long time by any complex life form that has custom‐evolved only to
live on a single planet (which presumably had to be abandoned).
Such an unnatural, desperate, minimalist, “lifeboat” existence in a large spacecraft for many
generations is probably too disruptive and ultimately, toxic and deadly to (at least) one of our
many biological vulnerabilities (physical & mental), considering our finite capacity to evolve and
adapt, both as a species and as individuals.
Furthermore, we are not a race of magicians even if there are genii in our midst. If we exhaust
our supply of or do not have a single irreplaceable item or substance that we need to survive
long‐term on our extremely long voyage, then our entire ship’s crew and passengers will
certainly die‐out. If we lose all of our ships (one way or another, sooner or later), then we will
lose our entire civilization.
_____________________

____________________________________________________________________________
All events, beneficial and detrimental, of any realistic likelihood for intelligent civilizations and
in the lives of individual, intelligent beings (a/k/a: people or something somewhat similar)
are presently occurring at various rates somewhere throughout the infinite universe. All such
events have occurred repeatedly throughout its infinite past. All such events will occur
repeatedly throughout its infinite future.
Far enough away, events similar to those occurring on Earth are also occurring presently.
Far enough into the past, events similar to those occurring on Earth have occurred at/near our
present location. Far enough into the future, events similar to those occurring on Earth will
occur again at/near our present location.
The present is a sharply‐defined point in time, balanced between the past and the future,
which moves steadily forward in time (which is irreversible for us at the scale larger than
sub‐atomic). Unfortunately, no lasting progress for the quality of life is possible. Fortunately,
temporary progress, sustainable for unknown duration yet certainly limited, for the quality of
life is possible. Hopefully, it will be a great amount of time.
________________________________________________
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